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Revision (Units 1-27) vi

1 ..... you wash the dishes last night?
A Do B Did C Were

2 I think the Guardian is the ..... newspaper in
the UK.
A good B better C best 

3 Are the ..... ready to leave?  
A womans B women C woman 

4 Today is hotter ..... yesterday.
A from B of C than

5 ..... Peter ..... at his desk now?
A Does, work B Is, working C Did, work 

6 They ..... the bus to work every day.
A are taking B take C takes 

7 ..... got a daughter? 
A Has Tom B Tom hasn’t C Tom has

8 How ..... is your house from the airport?
A much B far C long 

9 Are there ..... onions in the cupboard?
A any B some C a

10 Mike ..... eats out; he says it isn’t healthy.
A always B usually C never

11 Jake stood ..... the bank and waited for Ted.
A among B in front of C between 

12 George and Ben forgot ..... skateboards at
home.
A their B they’re C them

13 This is ..... flat. 
A Helen and Ken’s 
B Helen’s and Ken 
C Helen’s and Ken’s 

14 Whose magazines are ..... over there?
A these B those C they

15 ..... Nile river is in Egypt. 
A The B – C A

16 That isn’t Terry’s coat. ..... is in the wardrobe.
A He B Him C His

17 ..... any curtains on the window. 
A There isn’t B There is 
C There aren’t

18 ..... you and Andy at the theatre last night?
A Did B Were C Was

19 My birthday is ..... July. 
A on B at C in

20 Emily can iron clothes but she ..... cook.

 Circle the correct item.1

A Dinosaurs 1) ....................... (live) on the Earth
millions of years 2) ................... . However, not
all dinosaurs 3) ..................... (look) the same.
There were more 4) ..................... 5000 kinds.
The Brontosaurus, 5) .................. example, was
twenty metres long and 6) .............. (eat) only
plants. The T-Rex was one of the
7) biggest/bigger meat eaters. It 8) ................
(have) a huge head and long back legs. It
9) ................. (can) run very 10) .....................
(quick)!

B Fota Wildlife Park is the biggest wildlife park
1) ..................... Ireland. It is 2) .....................
an island near Cork City. It 3) .....................
(have got) over 30 mammal and bird species.
Many of 4) ..................... animals walk around
5) ............................. (free). 6) ..................... is
also an education centre in the park where
visitors can learn about 7) .........................
environment.

C The dodo is 1) ..................... extinct bird. It
disappeared 2) ..................... the 16th century.
The dodo 3) ..................... (be) around 1 metre
tall. It 4) ..................... (can/not) fly and it made
5) ..................................... nest in fields. The
dodos became extinct when Dutch sailors
arrived on the island and killed 6) .....................
for food.

Fill in the correct form of the words in
brackets, choose the correct word or fill
in the gap.

Grammar in Focus

A can B can’t C can not 

21 Would you like ..... crisps?
A any B some C a

22 Kelly loves ..... books in the evening. 
A reading b to reading C read 

23 There is ..... bakery next to the cinema.
A a B – C the

24 Jane isn’t as ..... as her sister. 
A tallest B taller C tall 

25 This building is really beautiful. ..... a picture
of it. 
A Take B Don’t take
C Not take
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